
Online Mapping – Lithgow City Council 

OOONNNLLLIIINNNEEE   MMMAAAPPPPPPIIINNNGGG   
 
Initial view 
 
When you first open the mapping window the map will show the entire Local 
government area. The map first displayed will show a basic map and as you zoom in 
various other layers will switch on showing more detail. If you want to see other 
maps you can switch on the layers you require using the instructions below. 
 
Setting other Layer/Themes 
 

There are 3 tick boxes for each layer or group ;  
 

 Layer will be visible 

 Layer will be selectable when you use any of the selection tools 

 Layer will be labelled by the default labelling rule (not all have labels) 
 
Click on the [+] symbol at the group to see the layers in the group.  You can turn 
layers on and off using the tick boxes described above. 
 
A red tick means that the option is temporarily inactive and a grey box means the 
option does not exist. 
 
Apart from choosing which layers are turned on, you can also choose which layer is 
selectable and which is labelled independently of each other.  
In this example the Cadastre layer is seen and selectable but not labelled. 
 

 

 
=============================================== 
Listed below are 4 examples of layer combinations that may be useful. 
 
1. To see the zoning map you need to do this; 

1. Tick on the ZONE_group  twice first turning the tick off then on. 

2. Tick on the CROWN_group  twice first turning the tick off then on. 

3. Click the  button and the screen will be refreshed with the zoning 
layers on. 

 
2. If you want to see the topography of the region in a visually impacting way using 
hill shading you need to do this; 

1. Click on the [+] to expand the TOP_group 
2. Tick on the layer [TOPO] -- Hill Shading 
3. Tick on the layer [TOPO] – contour 

4. Click the  button and the screen will be refreshed with the new 
layers 

As you zoom into the map the contours will switch on. 
You can also click on the [+] at the layer – Hill shading to show the colour codes for 
the height above sea level. 
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3.  See Fire risk areas as defined by the NSW RSF 

1. Tick on the FIRE_group  twice first turning the tick off then on. 

2. Click the  button and the screen will be refreshed with the new 
layers 

 
4. See latest Aerial photos 

1. Click on the [+] to expand the PHOTO_group 
2. Tick on the layer [PHOT] -- LPI NEW 50cm Aerial Photo 

3. Click the  button and the screen will be refreshed with the new 
layers 

You may further change your layers by unticking Roads and railwaycorridor in the 
BASE_group to see parts if the photo under these layers. 
 

Note that whenever a tick under  is clicked on then off for a group then all the 
layers in the group will turn either on or off as a result. You can further expand the 
group and turn individual layers on and off. 
 
To zoom to a town and find it quickly do this. 

Click this item  and a list of towns will appear, move the mouse over the town 
name and click. The map will refresh with a view over the town using current layers. 

To set the map back to the whole Lithgow Council Area press this button   
 
To set the layers back to the original layer combination when starting press this 

button  found to the right of the  button. 
 
Brief Description of the Groups and Layers 
 
The layers are colour coded in groups so you can see which layer group a layer 
belongs to. These groups include the following; 
 

 
 
BASE_group All base table data which includes cadastre, roads and legal fabric. 
Cadastre is the legal boundary framework. 
CROWN_group Crown land areas, National Parks etc 
Any government land 
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ZONE_group Zoning data All planning zone data 
FIRE_group Bush fire data Data from RFS 
TOPO_group All Topographic data eg. Various maps from LPI topographic map 
series including contours 2m and 10m, drainage, transmission lines and transport 
layer, roads. 
PHOT_group All photographic data, aerial photos, images etc 
 
2. Movement control 

 
Zoom Contents of the box drawn are expanded to fill the map 

screen. Left click to upper left location of area of interest 
and hold the left mouse key, then drag the mouse 
holding down the left mouse key to the lower right of 
the area of interest. Then let go of the mouse key and 
zoom will take place. 
If single click 50% zoom on location.  

 
Reverse Zoom Contents of the current map screen are squashed into 

the box drawn (as for zoom) and the remainder of the 
screen is filled in with what is around that view. If single 
click 50% zoom on location. 

 
Pan Move map 

 
Zoom Active Zoom to single active selection 

 
Zoom Selections Zoom to all selections made 

 
Backward Zoom Previous zoom to previous view 

 
Forward Zoom Move forward to the next zoom previously made 

 
3. Scale, measure control 

 
Measure Distance Click to start. At each subsequent click a segment 

distance is recorded and added to the previous 
segment. Double click to complete measure 

 
Measure Area Click to start. Record vertices at subsequent clicks. 

Double click to complete the area polygon. 

 
Scale Bar Press to switch scale bar on/off 

 
4. Selection Control  

 All features shown as selectable in the Legend will be selected 
 Also selections are made of all features touching the shapes drawn. 

 

 
Point Single click to select all features at the point 

 
Polygon Multiple clicks until polygon is created. Double click to 

complete polygon and selection.  

 
Line Multiple clicks until poly-line is created. Double click to 

complete poly-line. Selects all features crossing the line 
in any way. 

 
Box Single click and drag to make box, select to let go 
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Deselect Un-select all selections made 

 
2. Queries 
 
There are 2 queries provided, to access these click on the word 

 
 

1. Cadastre DP / LOT 
 
Fill in the boxes for DP then LOT 
 

 
 
Then press 

 
The map will refresh at the plan selected 
 

2. Cadastre Address 
 
Fill in the boxes for an address 
 

 
 
Then Press 

 
The map will refresh at the address selected 
 
For more detailed information please contact Council’s GIS staff on 6354 9999 or 
email council@lithgow.nsw.gov.au 


